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Cooking with Spices
This is cooking for two with a unique focus on what's fresh, what's healthy, and
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what's easy to prepare and delicious. Two experienced cookbook authors have
created a collection of 75+ great recipes for breakfasts, lunches and dinners -- all
of them tested, all with a handy and informative ingredient analysis – and they all
follow Canada's Food Guide recommendations for healthy eating!

Asian Sauces and Marinades
A tasty world tour--with savory sauces! Take your next entrée further than it's ever
been before. The World Sauces Cookbook is here to help you top off your meals
with 60 sumptuous sauces from all four corners of the globe--including Satay,
Adobo, Creole Remoulade and Comeback Sauce, Baba Ghanoush, and Pesto Della
Zia. In addition to helpful prep tips and storage instructions, each sauce recipe
comes complete with a flavor profile, spiciness index, and basic serving
suggestions. Looking to really show off these sauces? The World Sauces Cookbook
also comes with over 30 recipes for main dishes and sides meant to match with
them. The World Sauces Cookbook includes: A world of flavor--From Mexico and
Germany to Kenya and Indonesia, sample 60 easy-to-make sauces originating in
almost as many countries. Saucy suggestions--Learn how to make your sauces
shine with helpful guidelines for flavors, spiciness, and best pairing options. Perfect
pairings--Pick out the ideal plate to highlight each of your sauces with the help of
30+ recipes for delicious sides and entrées. Discover how simple it is to bring
flavors from all over the world right to your table with The World Sauces Cookbook.
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The Ultimate SPAM Cookbook
With the perfect sauce, you can make an average dish into a culinary masterpiece.
However, not every sauce is the same or made with ingredients you are used to
using every day. With the help of this cookbook, Sauce Recipes 101, you will learn
how to make every day sauce recipes that will accompany practically every dish
you make. By the end of this cookbook, you will learn how to make delicious sauce
recipes such as: - Jalapeno Cheese Sauce - Classic Red Sauce - Bernaise Sauce Homemade Steak Sauce - French Fry Sauce - Gorgonzola Sauce - Yogurt and
Tarragon Sauce - Tequila Shrimp Sauce - and even more! So, what are you waiting
for? Grab a copy of this cookbook and start making homemade sauce recipes as
soon as today!

The Italian Cookbook for Beginners
One of the most beloved chefs and authors in America presents her most
accessible and affordable cookbook to date, a gathering of more than 100 Italian
recipes that have become Lidia's go-to meals for her very own family—the best,
the most comforting, and the most delicious dishes in her repertoire. In Lidia’s
Favorite Recipes, you’ll find a fresh take on more than 100 of Lidia’s signature and
irresistibly reliable dishes, including: · Fried Mozzarella Skewers—Spiedini alla
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Romana · Escarole and White Bean Soup—Zuppa di Scarola e Cannellini · Ziti with
Broccoli Rabe and Sausage—Ziti con Broccoli Rabe e Salsicce · Baked Stuffed
Shells—Conchiglie Ripiene al Forno · Eggplant Parmigiana—Melanzane alla
Parmigiana · Savory Seafood Stew—Zuppa di Pesce · Chicken Cacciatore—Pollo alla
Cacciatore · Veal Ossobuco with Barley Risotto—Ossobuco di Vitello con Risotto
d’Orzo · Cannoli Napoleon—Cannolo a Strati · Limoncello Tiramisù—Tiramisù al
Limoncello From the classic sauces to the delicious desserts, these recipes have
been revised and updated to be more concise and clear, but just as soul-satisfying
as ever. With new information about the affordability, seasonality, and nutritional
value of the ingredients, this book shows there is no question why these dishes are
the easiest and most enjoyable to bring to the family table for your most
memorable moments. Beautifully illustrated throughout with full-color
photographs, Lidia’s Favorite Recipes will give both new cooks and longtime fans
something extraordinary to celebrate.

The Easy Italian Cookbook
In 1937, the first SPAM® product came off the production line. Since then, it has
won the hearts of soldiers, celebrities, chefs, presidents, kids, and parents – and is
now sold in 44 countries around the world. Finally, The Ultimate SPAM® Cookbook
is here, filled with more than 100 unique and elevated recipes for breakfast,
appetizers, main courses, and snacks, all starring this key ingredient. From gyros
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and Hawaiian pizza to BBQ sliders, enchilada breakfast casseroles, pho, and so
much more, each recipe is easy, quick, and delicious. Including official Hormel
recipes and those contributed by Chopped champion Georgeann Leaming, Food
Network guests Beth Esposito and Christian Gill, award-winning TV show host
Martin Yan of Yan Can Cook, founder of The Candid Appetite Jonathan Melendez,
Junzi Kitchen chef Lucas Sin, publisher of Food & Beverage Magazine Michael Politz,
head chefs, restaurant owners, and other renowned industry leaders, this
cookbook presents the little blue can in a whole new light! Also included is a
foreword written by executive managing editor at Rachael Ray Every Day
magazine and founding editor-in-chief of the award-winning magazine RVLiving,
Tara Cox.

Secret Sauces
Pasta. It's an easy weeknight meal. It's an elegant dinner party. Everybody needs it
in their cooking repertoire. This title lets you explore the classic, comfortable and
contemporary selection of pasta recipes. It shows you how to make your own pasta
and discover soups and salads with pasta, easy everyday dinners, simple pastas,
and more.

The Tex-Mex Slow Cooker: 100 Delicious Recipes for Easy
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Everyday Meals
The ultimate resource for cooking powerfully flavorful, simple, and fun plantforward food at home, every day of the week, from the author of The Love &
Lemons Cookbook. Known for her insanely flavorful vegetable dishes and stunning
photography, Jeanine Donofrio celebrates plants at the center of the plate with
more than 100 new recipes in Love & Lemons Every Day. From quick weeknight
dinners to bright weekend brunches, Jeanine presents imaginative meals for any
and every day. With recipes like Cauliflower Steaks with Lemon Salsa Verde,
Rutabaga Walnut Ragu, and Chocolate Cake with Sweet Potato Frosting, Love &
Lemons Every Day is filled with innovative ideas for using common vegetable
scraps, exciting ways to eat popular produce, and delicious dishes starring oftenoverlooked vegetables. With flexible flavor charts like "6 Ways to Scramble" and a
"Giant Grid of Salad Dressings" in each section of the book, Jeanine offers colorful
visuals and a myriad of ingredient combinations that will inspire you to get creative
in the kitchen. Packed with everyday cooking tips, alternatives for dietary
restrictions, and guides for mastering produce-based kitchen staples, Love &
Lemons Every Day is a must-have for herbivores and omnivores alike.

Top 100 Pasta Dishes
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If you can crave it, you can cook it! 100 easy, eclectic recipes to feed you all day,
every day Whatever you may be craving for dinner tonight—pizza, burgers,
quesadillas, ramen, dumplings, curries, falafel, jambalaya—you can make—totally
vegan, completely delicious, and faster than you’d have thought possible. But you
won’t just find delectable dinners here. From breakfast to dessert, Nadine Horn and
Jörg Mayer have got you covered—from savory breakfast waffles to classic French
toast, decadent mocha cupcakes to chocolatey brownies and beyond. Here are 100
vegan versions of your favorite comfort foods, plus fun new inventions and healthy
options that are perfect for everyday eating: Quick meals: Coconut Farro, Bánh Mì
Deluxe, Sesame Noodles Easy recipes: Speedy Ramen, Overnight Oats, Peanut
Truffles Party hits: Ginger Nori Cakes, Antipasto Pizza Bites, Berry Cheesecake
Exciting global fusions: Bavarian Samosas, Mexican Paella, Thai Tempura This is
Vegan Everything—the only vegan cookbook you’ll ever need.

Just Add Sauce
Make Your Favorite Hot Sauces with The Hot Sauce Cookbook The recipes in The
Hot Sauce Cookbook will have you wiping your brow, chugging water, and helping
yourself to seconds. Using a variety of chiles and easy-to-find ingredients like
vinegar and red pepper flakes, The Hot Sauce Cookbook shows you how to prepare
your favorite sauces and pair them with authentic regional recipes. The Hot Sauce
Cookbook gives you clear instructions for every step of the way, from choosing
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chile peppers, to stocking your kitchen, to storing the finished product. The Hot
Sauce Cookbook lets you cook some of the world’s spiciest dishes, with: · 49 hot
sauce recipes from around the world · 27 complementary food recipes, such as
Cajun Barbecue Sauce, Puerto Rican Pique, Korean Barbecued Beef, and Grilled
Chicken Satay · 10 tips for making great hot sauce · Profiles of 29 types of chiles
and their heat levels With The Hot Sauce Cookbook, you won’t need to go to a
restaurant or a grocery store to enjoy great spicy flavors—they’ll be waiting for you
in your fridge.

The Italian Cookbook for Beginners: Over 100 Classic Recipes
with Everyday Ingredients
Meals That Heal
A great sauce has the ability to transform even the humblest ingredients, to
elevate the everyday to the sublime. But a great sauce does not have to be
complicated. Gone are the days when sauce meant mainly a concoction based on
butter, flour, and reduced stock. This book celebrates a new generation of sauces
that are simple to whip up and rely on fresh and healthy ingredients such as nuts,
yogurt, and vegetables. Secret Sauces gives you an arsenal of "mother" sauces
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that fit today's kitchen and are infinitely adaptable. Each one can be made in
advance and then customized to enliven different meals throughout the week. With
every sauce comes a recipe for a full finished dish that's an ideal showcase,
followed by many ideas for other uses. Roasted Sweet Potato Wedges come alive
drizzled with Bengali Spiced Yogurt. Seared Red Snapper rises to a new level with
Grilled Pineapple and Chipotle Salsa. Coconut Lemongrass Cream finishes off Fruit
Kebabs. Most existing sauce books are written for the professional chef, but this
book is aimed at the home cook. It removes the intimidation of traditional sauces
and makes sauces approachable for everyone. Inspired by cuisines from around
the world, these sauces bring a new level of excitement to any meal. Plus, they
deliver maximum flavor with a minimum of effort.

Sauce Recipes 101: Secret Sauce Recipes for Everyday Cooking
As any home cook knows, adding a little bit of spice to your meal can bring flavor
and variety to your plate in a big way. After all, humans all around the world have
been fine-tuning the art of seasoning in various forms for thousands of years. But
figuring out the right amount or food pairing can be intimidating - resulting in your
unopened spices left sitting on the rack. Cooking With Spices is a cookbook and
reference guide for any level chef who wants to learn about and explore spices
from around the world. Organized by region from India to Europe - with spice
profiles and recipes for rubs, blends, marinades, and sauces - Cooking with Spices
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shows you how to savor spices every day, no matter where you are in the world.
Recipes include: Chinese five-spice blend, South Pacific honey paste, Backcountry
chimichurri sauce, Harissa paste, Sicilian saffron pasta sauce and much more.

Family Meals
Sauces, Dips & Drizzles to Elevate & Inspire Your Cooking with Ease In The Art of
the Perfect Sauce, Lorilynn Bauer and Ramin Ganeshram will help you breathe new
life into your dinners with tasty sauces that are a breeze to make. With decades of
culinary experience between them, they know the importance of a good sauce for
restaurant-quality meals in your kitchen. Using traditional and modern twist
recipes for gravies, glazes, compound butters, syrups, aioli and so much more,
you’ll be able to add depth to everything from meat and poultry to vegetables and
fish. Try pairing the Spicy Black Tea Jus with filet mignon for an elegant evening
meal or toss Caramelized Garlic and Shallot White Wine Sauce with your favorite
pasta for creamy perfection. A splash of Buccaneer Chimichurri pushes a freshly
grilled steak to a whole new level and Candied Ginger and Apricot Sauce takes
waffles from average breakfast to 5-star brunch in no time. With this cookbook you
can master the art of reinventing meals, one simple and delicious sauce as a time.

500 Best Sauces, Salad Dressings, Marinades & More
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Less sugar in every meal. Would you feed your child a candy bar for breakfast? Of
course not. And yet today our children routinely consume three times the
recommended daily allowance of added sugar, which puts them at an
unprecedented risk for type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure, high cholesterol,
excess weight, and even nonalcoholic fatty liver disease. Half the Sugar, All the
Love is here to help, with 100 doctor-approved recipes that cut the sugar (by
half—or more!) without sacrificing the flavors our families love. It’s an eye-opening
education, a program of healthy eating, and a cookbook chock-full of easy,
delicious recipes all in one. Pass the breakfast bars!

Lidia's Favorite Recipes
The fourth edition of the classic reference, with updated information and recipes
reflecting contemporary trends and methods---plus, for the first time, color
photography throughout.

Love and Lemons Every Day
Cooking.

Damn Delicious
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Italian food is the ultimate comforting home-cooked cuisine. Full of rich, robust
flavors, enticing aromas, and exuberant colors, homemade Italian cuisine is a
celebration of love for both food and family. With The Italian Cookbook for
Beginners, you won't need to travel far and wide to enjoy the authentic flavors of
Italy. With simple, delicious recipes that bring the hearty flavors of Italy into your
home, this is sure to become one of your most cherished Italian cookbooks. If you
are new to the art of Italian cooking, The Italian Cookbook for Beginners will show
you how to cook like an Italian mama. You'll get over 105 authentic Italian
Cookbook recipes using affordable everyday ingredients straight from your local
grocery store. Enjoy Italian Cookbook recipes for every meal, and occasion,
including fresh homemade pizza, flavorful Eggplant Parmigiana, and comforting
Italian-style pork chops. You'll also get amazing tips from the editors of The Italian
Cookbook, including pointers on buying fresh fish, matching sauces with pastas, or
planning your own traditional multi-course Italian feast. While many Italian
cookbooks may rely on fancy techniques, hard-to-find ingredients, or specialized
tools, all you'll need to create mouthwatering Italian dishes is The Italian Cookbook
for Beginners and a desire to mangia.

Sauces
100 bold, delicious, and easy Tex-Mex recipes Chili con carne, carnitas, borracho
beans—Tex-Mex cooking is irresistibly delicious, but it takes time to build up those
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layers of flavor. It’s a job tailor-made for the slow cooker. In The Tex-Mex Slow
Cooker, recipe developer and blogger Vianney Rodriguez lets her favorite
appliance do the work for stewed-all-day results with half the effort. Beans and chili
simmered for hours? Check. Tamale casserole? Check. Bright, complex salsa
verde? Check. Recipes inspired by classics of Tex-Mex cuisine, as well as modern
twists on old favorites include: Chile Con Queso Classic Margarita Fajitas Tamale
Pie Dulce de Leche Chocolate Cake From weeknight dinners to game-day spreads,
these simple, flavorful dishes are sure to please.

Everyday Italian
100+ delicious, quick, and easy anti-inflammatory recipes to make for the whole
family—all ready in 30 minutes or less! Low energy. Bloating or other digestive
issues. Inability to focus or memory loss. Eczema or skin irritations. Arthritis, joint
pain, or onset of autoimmune issues. Any of these symptoms sound familiar?
These conditions are more common than you think, and recent research suggests
that chronic inflammation caused by unhealthy food choices could be the culprit.
Here’s the good news though: you can prevent future diseases, as well as heal or
improve most conditions by making a few simple changes to your diet, and Meals
that Heal can show you how. These 100+ quick and tasty recipes feature fresh,
healthy ingredients that have researched-backed abilities to cool inflammation,
balance gut health, and detox the body. Featuring a complete list of antiPage 13/28
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inflammatory foods (including the top inflamers to avoid) as well as on-the-go
eating guidelines, Meals that Heal can help you improve and maintain your overall
health. Now you can gain more energy, improve concentration, eliminate
headaches and skin conditions, slow the aging process, and much more! All recipes
are backed by the latest research and reviewed by a James Beard award-winning
registered dietitian allowing you to do the easy part: eat, enjoy, and feel your best!

The Make-Ahead Sauce Solution
Modern Sauces
Home cooks of all skill levels can dress up everyday dinners with these 500
sensational sauce recipes from all over the world. Whether a simple vinaigrette, a
pasta sauce, or something more indulgent, nothing enhances, enlivens, and
enriches a dish like a delicious sauce. Covering finishing touches from alfredo to
zabaglione, from Asian dipping sauces to Southwestern salsas, this essential book
can make mealtime magic, particularly for everyone who cooks every day and is
always on the lookout for easy new ideas. Interspersed throughout Get Saucy are
boxes on useful topics such as the best dressings to use for potato salad, the best
barbecue sauces to add to chili, a dozen ways to use pestos, the best homemade
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hot dog condiments, and the best sauces to drizzle over pound cake or waffles.
And there are suggestions for different ways to use the sauces themselves, such as
making Sauce Newberg into a bisque with broth, or turning Pia Colada Dessert
Sauce into homemade ice cream. Finally, a special index at the back lists every
sauce according to what it pairs well with, be it poultry, fish, pork, eggs,
vegetables, or another meal staple. Get Saucy revisits all the classics and creates
even more brand-new ones. Comprehensive, accessible, and contemporary, it's an
indispensable kitchen aid.

Slow Cooker
Fresh & Healthy Cooking for Two
Everybody knows how difficult it can be to get a delicious meal on the table night
after night, not to mention a healthy one made from real and readily-available
ingredients. Enter the air fryer, the must-have, revolutionary kitchen device. As
Urvashi Pitre, the best-selling author of Indian Instant Pot Cookbook, will show you,
the air fryer makes home cooking easy. Every one of the recipes in this book can
be made in an hour or less, and many are on the table in as little as 30 minutes.
You won't find "cream of anything" cans in the ingredient list: instead you'll start
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with fresh ingredients—healthful meats and vegetables—and let the air fryer do
the hard work. In her signature way, Pitre will walk you through the simple process
so you can learn to use your air fryer like an expert in no time. And there is no
shortage of flavors—with recipes inspired by authentic Indian, Korean, Mexican
cuisines and more, including Poblano Cheese Frittata, Thai Chicken Sate, Chicken
Fajitas, Shrimp Scampi, and Chinese Spare Ribs, to name just a few. And because
you're using an air fryer, you won't need to cook with loads of oil to get incredibly
tasty results. Just like the recipes on the author's popular blog, twosleevers.com,
these recipes will always work perfectly and taste great. Benefits to Air Fryer
Cooking: Minimal oil needed to cook most foods Doesn't heat up entire kitchen Has
fan-forced heat so it reduces cooking time by 25 to 35% Fan-forced heat can
produce a crisper outer crust than baking alone More energy efficient: lower
temperatures and shorter cooking times Splatters are contained to within the
device All of the surfaces (drum and grid/basket) can be put in the dishwasher
Smaller footprint than oven so it's great for smaller spaces like dorm rooms,
apartments, and RVs. Drastically shorter pre-heating time

Every Day Easy Air Fryer
The art of Italian cuisine made easy--100 simple, authentic recipes Fragrant basil,
melty mozzarella, sun-ripened tomatoes, savory garlic--Italian cooking is all about
selecting simple, high-quality ingredients that combine to create punches of
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complex flavor. The Easy Italian Cookbook is everything Italian cookbooks should
be, with 100 mouthwatering, easy-to-make recipes that use fresh, everyday
ingredients you can find at most grocery stores. From appetizers to pastas, pizzas,
meats, and sweets, this standout among Italian cookbooks has a quick, simple
Italian recipe for everyone. You'll find a number of weeknight-friendly recipes, as
well as one-pot meals, vegetarian and vegan dishes, and gluten-free recipes the
whole family can enjoy. Mangiamo! All Italian cookbooks should include: Pairing
suggestions--This book goes beyond other Italian cookbooks to offer pairing
suggestions for recipes with flavors that complement each other deliciously, like
drinking an Aperol Spritz while munching on Clams Oreganata. Italian
essentials--Learn about Italian kitchen staples to have on hand, including
anchovies, espresso, extra-virgin olive oil, and more. Time-saving tips--Unlike other
Italian cookbooks, this one gives you helpful pointers for saving time on many of
the recipes, like making certain things in advance or using a stand mixer to knead
dough. If you've been looking for Italian cookbooks that offer tasty recipes that are
fast and easy, look no further--The Easy Italian Cookbook is your new favorite
kitchen companion.

Essential Homemade Sauces Cookbook
Italian food is the ultimate comforting homemade cuisine. Full of rich, robust
flavors, enticing aromas, and exuberant colors, Italian cuisine is a celebration of
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love for both food and family. With The Italian Cookbook for Beginners, you won't
need to travel far and wide to enjoy the authentic flavors of Italy. Offering over 100
classic recipes, The Italian Cookbook for Beginners will show you how to cook like
an Italian mama, using affordable everyday ingredients from your local grocery
store. The Italian Cookbook for Beginners offers simple, delicious Italian recipes
that bring the hearty flavors of Italy into your home. The Italian Cookbook for
Beginners will show you how to easily create your own classic Italian cuisine, with:
105 authentic Italian Cookbook recipes that use affordable, easy-to-find ingredients
Simple Italian Cookbook versions of your favorites, such as homemade pizza,
Eggplant Parmigiana, and Italian-style pork chops 4 basic sauces to liven up any
dish Tips on buying fresh fish and matching sauces with pastas from the editors of
The Italian Cookbook Guide to planning a complete Italian meal using The Italian
Cookbook You don't need fancy techniques, hard-to-find ingredients, or specialized
tools to create mouthwatering Italian dishes; all you need is The Italian Cookbook
for Beginners and a desire to mangia!

Lotsa Pasta
Add flair and elevate your culinary creations with sensational sauces Sauces are
fun ways to finish dishes with originality and exciting cultural variations. From
vinaigrettes to barbeque to curries and even dessert finishings, The Essential
Homemade Sauces Cookbook is filled with blends based on cream, eggs, herbs,
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tomatoes, and much more. Learn how each base ingredient works to create sauces
with equally delicious and specific purposes. From Classic Marinara to ChileRubbed Hanger Steak with Classic Chimichurri, each sauce family begins with a
basic version before branching out into more unique and interestingly delectable
derivatives. Use the pairing charts to learn ideal matches with beef, chicken,
lamb--even tofu! As you try each homemade sauce, your familiarity and confidence
for sauce making will increase as well. It's time to get saucy! Inside you'll find:
Sauce galore--Discover 15 sauce types with 3 recipes for each to appeal to a wide
array of tastes, plus 2 companion dishes for each sauce family. Organized by
family--In every chapter, each sauce is divided into clear and distinguishable
families, an ode to the French mother sauces. Make it your own--Don't just follow
these recipes--experiment with sauces and combinations to build something that's
truly yours. Learn how accenting flavors elevates meals and expands your options!

Cooking Like a Master Chef
The path to a healthy body and happy belly is paved with real food--fresh,
wholesome, sustainable food--and it doesn't need to be so difficult. No one knows
this more than Kathryne Taylor of America's most popular vegetarian food blog,
Cookie and Kate. With Love Real Food, she offers over 100 approachable and
outrageously delicious meatless recipes complete with substitutions to make meals
special diet-friendly (gluten-free, dairy-free, and egg-free) whenever possible. Her
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book is designed to show everyone--vegetarians, vegans, and meat-eaters
alike--how to eat well and feel well. With brand-new, creative recipes, Taylor
inspires you to step into the kitchen and cook wholesome plant-based meals, again
and again. She'll change your mind about kale and quinoa, and show you how to
make the best granola you’ve ever tasted. You'll find make-your-own instant
oatmeal mix and fluffy, naturally sweetened, whole-grain blueberry muffins, hearty
green salads and warming soups, pineapple pico de gallo, healthier homemade
pizzas, and even a few favorites from the blog. Of course, Love Real Food wouldn't
be complete without plenty of stories starring Taylor's veggie-obsessed, rescue
dog sous-chef, Cookie! Taylor celebrates whole foods by encouraging you not just
to "eat this," but to eat like this. Take it from her readers: you'll love how you feel.

While the Pasta Cooks
A collection of 80 recipes for sauces, dips, glazes, braises and marinades. Also
includes background information on ingredients and accompanying dishes.

100 Creative Ways to Use Rotisserie Chicken in Everyday Meals
This is the ebook for cooks who want to take their cooking to a whole new level.
Martha Holmberg was trained at La Varenne and is an award-winning food writer.
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Her look at this sometimes-intimidating genre—expressed in clear, short bites of
information and through dozens of process photographs—delivers the skill of great
sauce-making to every kind of cook, from beginners to those more accomplished
who wish to expand their repertoire. More than 100 recipes for sauces range from
standards such as béarnaise, hollandaise, and marinara to modern riffs such as
maple-rum sabayon, caramelized onion coulis, and coconut-curry spiked chocolate
sauce. An additional 55 recipes use the sauces to their greatest advantage,
beautifying pasta, complementing meat or fish, or elevating a cake to brilliant.
Modern Sauces is both an inspiration and a timeless reference on kitchen
technique.

The Art of the Perfect Sauce
Liven up your mealtime with different kinds of dips, dressings, and sauces! This
book will help you enhance the flavors of your meat, fish, chicken, or vegetables
with a handful of herbs, spices, oils, and other liquid bases. Learn how to make
homemade Hummus, Mayonnaise, Hollandaise Sauce, Pesto Sauce, Pizza Sauce,
Chicken Gravy and a lot MORE! From savory sauces, yummy dressings, and
versatile dips to sweet sauces for your desserts, this book got you covered! Don't
hesitate. Grab your copy NOW!
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Italian
The debut cookbook by the creator of the wildly popular blog Damn Delicious
proves that quick and easy doesn't have to mean boring.Blogger Chungah Rhee
has attracted millions of devoted fans with recipes that are undeniable
'keepers'-each one so simple, so easy, and so flavor-packed, that you reach for
them busy night after busy night. In Damn Delicious, she shares exclusive new
recipes as well as her most beloved dishes, all designed to bring fun and
excitement into everyday cooking. From five-ingredient Mini Deep Dish Pizzas to
no-fuss Sheet Pan Steak & Veggies and 20-minute Spaghetti Carbonara, the
recipes will help even the most inexperienced cooks spend less time in the kitchen
and more time around the table.Packed with quickie breakfasts, 30-minute skillet
sprints, and speedy takeout copycats, this cookbook is guaranteed to inspire
readers to whip up fast, healthy, homemade meals that are truly 'damn delicious!'

Get Saucy
The slow cooker is an essential kitchen tool for busy homes. This handy pocket
guide gives you 100 great ideas for simple and delicious slow cooker recipes to
save you time and energy. Easy-to-follow instructions and a picture accompanying
each recipe make this cookbook a kitchen staple.
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100 Everyday Recipes - Sauces
From chimichurri to teriyaki, sauces make our mouths water — and our meals
shine! Bland chicken breasts, plain pasta, or simple baked potatoes are
transformed into memorable dishes with the addition of sauce. The Make-Ahead
Sauce Solution features 61 flavor-packed recipes for sauces that freeze beautifully
and make home cooking easy. They run the gamut from traditional sausage ragu
to Thai peanut, Gorgonzola chive butter, all-American barbecue, coconut lemon,
Parmesan leek, cheesy cashew garlic, and Meyer lemon spinach. Every recipe is
accompanied by a quick-reference chart showing the best base combinations of
proteins and vegetables. The struggle to make imaginative, flavorful weeknight
meals is over. With a few of these sauces stashed away in the freezer, a great
meal can be topped off in minutes. This publication conforms to the EPUB
Accessibility specification at WCAG 2.0 Level AA.

Hot Sauce Cookbook: The Book of Fiery Salsa and Hot Sauce
Recipes
"175+ modern sauces, 100 easy dinners"--Cover.

The Ultimate Dip, Dressing & Sauce Recipe Book
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1 recipes so easy you can prepare the sauce in the time it takes to cook the Pasta.

Half the Sugar, All the Love
Many full-time working parents are looking to do more cooking and eating together
at home. But who has the time? With 100 Creative Ways to Use Rotisserie Chicken
in Everyday Meals, readers can cook stress-free meals at home that their families
will love using the most popular, versatile and affordable animal protein around:
chicken.Trish Rosenquist is the founder of the popular blog Mom On Timeout-which
has received over 118,000 Facebook likes. With two boys of her own, she knows
just how busy life can get when you've got little ones. She has the solution with
simple and fast recipes that make meal preparation easy-whether that means
effortlessly putting together an at-home meal with a rotisserie chicken, walking in
the door to a ready-to-eat meal waiting in your slow cooker, or whipping up a tasty
meal in just 20 minutes or less.The recipes are broken up into chapters that fit
your lifestyle. Save money and time at the grocery store with the chapter on 5
Ingredients Or Less, where you'll find BBQ Chicken Calzones and California Club
Grilled Cheese. Short on time and energy? Your go-to chapter is 20-Minute Dinners,
with recipes like Pesto Chicken Skillet Casserole and Easy Chicken Fettuccine
Alfredo. If you've got chicken, you'll never have to stress over mealtime again.
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Love Real Food
Who doesn’t love pasta? For most kids—and their parents—pasta is the best food
in the world. It’s tasty and nutritious, it’s easy, quick, and economical to
cook—and, even better, it comes in lots of fun shapes! Here is Annabel’s ultimate
collection of one hundred pasta dishes, with a section for babies (it’s a good way to
introduce texture) and toddlers (it’s great for fussy eaters), plus a huge variety of
quick and easy recipes that older children will enjoy and that will become family
favorites! Filled with color photos, simple instructions, and clear notes on cooking
and preparation times, plus symbols throughout to show which recipes are suitable
for babies and younger children, and which recipes are suitable for freezing, this is
the ultimate pasta cookbook for families everywhere. With Annabel’s help,
dinnertime can finally be fuss free!

The World Sauces Cookbook
In her hit Food Network show Everyday Italian, Giada De Laurentiis shows you how
to cook delicious, beautiful food in a flash. And here, in her first book, she does the
same—helps you put a fabulous dinner on the table tonight, for friends or just for
the kids, with a minimum of fuss and a maximum of flavor. She makes it all look
easy, because it is. Everyday Italian is true to its title: the fresh, simple recipes are
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incredibly quick and accessible, and also utterly mouth-watering—perfect for
everyday cooking. And the book is focused on the real-life considerations of what
you actually have in your refrigerator and pantry (no mail-order ingredients here)
and what you’re in the mood for—whether a simply sauced pasta or a hearty
family-friendly roast, these great recipes cover every contingency. So, for example,
you’ll find dishes that you can make solely from pantry ingredients, or those that
transform lowly leftovers into exquisite entrées (including brilliant ideas for leftover
pasta), and those that satisfy your yearning to have something sweet baking in the
oven. There are 7 ways to make red sauce more interesting, 6 different
preparations of the classic cutlet, 5 perfect pestos, 4 creative uses for prosciutto, 3
variations on basic polenta, 2 great steaks, and 1 sublime chocolate tiramisù—plus
100 other recipes that turn everyday ingredients into speedy but special dinners.
What’s more, Everyday Italian is organized according to what type of food you
want tonight—whether a soul-warming stew for Sunday supper, a quick sauté for a
weeknight, or a baked pasta for potluck. These categories will help you figure out
what to cook in an instant, with such choices as fresh-from-the-pantry appetizers,
sauceless pastas, everyday roasts, and stuffed vegetables—whatever you’re in the
mood for, you’ll be able to find a simple, delicious recipe for it here. That’s the
beauty of Italian home cooking, and that’s what Giada De Laurentiis offers
here—the essential recipes to make a great Italian dinner. Tonight.

Vegan Everything
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Wondering what to make for dinner that everyone in the family will enjoy? Looking
for simple and delicious recipes to make for breakfast, school lunches, and
weekday dinners when you are short on time? Want to make mealtime fun and get
your family involved in the kitchen? Stress no more: Michael Smith is ready to save
your day! Michael is his family’s cook and has been creating delicious, healthy
meals for them for years. Now he’s here to help you make—and enjoy—greattasting dishes while you satisfy even the pickiest eaters in your family. Try some of
Michael’s favourites, such as: · Weekend Pancakes · Nacho Burgers · Old World
Chicken Cacciatore -Special Shrimp Fried Rice · Tortilla Lasagna · Boston Cream
Cupcakes

Chocolate
Elliot wants everyone to push up their sleeves and get some good food on the
table. His simple philosophy is that, while there is no right or wrong when it comes
to creativity in the kitchen, you will benefit from knowing some time-honored
methods that enable you to serve tasty meals to your family day after day, week
after week. So, to teach you his methods and infuse some fun into the process,
he's written an easygoing, accessible guide for the home cook to create delicious,
beautiful food for every occasion.
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